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Revel improves results by empowering 
students to actively participate in 
learning. More than a digital textbook, 
Revel delivers an engaging blend of 
author content, media, and assessment. 
With Revel, students read and practice in 
one continuous experience — anytime, 
anywhere, on any device.

Revel Improves Results
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Learning 
Science

Our team of learning scientists are experts in 
how people learn. Their knowledge has 
shaped the design of Revel, and it drives us 
as we continue to refine Revel in order to 
deliver even better learning outcomes.
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How can we design for the way students 
process information?

Content in Revel is broken 
up into manageable 

amounts that align to 
specific learning objectives. 
This helps manage student 
cognitive load, presenting 
coherent chunks that are 

easier to focus on and 
process.

Spaced Practice / 
Managing cognitive load
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How can we best help students develop their 
memory for content?

Interactives are embedded 
throughout, helping to 
make learning an active 

experience. Learners can 
immediately apply and 
practice what they are 

learning through 
simulations, 

demonstrations of key 
concepts, and other 
learning activities. 

Interleaving Content / 
Active learning
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How can we help students stay engaged and on 
track?

Retrieval Practice / 
Formative Assessment

Answering questions can 
make learning more efficient 
by providing opportunities 

for retrieval practice.

This is one of the most 
effective and efficient 

strategies for improving 
learning.

Image & Key Term 
Flashcards

MediaShare
Embedded Assessments

https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/_video.true/mypoliscilab-2018-oconnor13e_0135176646-PHPS_Cell_Phone
https://youtu.be/kNtk2RaT6cQ
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How can we help students understand 
concepts deeply?

Writing is one of the 
most effective ways to 
develop, practice and 

access critical thinking.

Deep Processing or 
Elaboration of Material

Journal Prompts Essays Shared Writing
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go.pearson.com/RevelOutcomes
We have proven results…

https://www.pearsonhighered.com/revel/educators/outcomes
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On Student Preparedness…
“The students are finding it to be a very helpful tool for studying 
and they feel much more confident during discussions and on 
exams. I find it to be very easy to use and it is helpful to me to see 
which students are slacking in their progress so that I can try to 
address issues earlier.”
- Vicki Darwin teaches History at Black Hawk College 

On Value to the Student…
“I think having each chapter written by an expert and embedding 
videos about the author’s ideas and standpoint works very well, 
especially in a large lecture hall. It literally brings the field to life.” 
- Barbara Risman teaches Sociology at the Univ. of Illinois, Chicago 

On Overall Usefulness…
“I like the format (digital), flexibility (device), absorption (reading, 
listening, watching), and evaluation (formative and summative) 
elements.” 
- Jonathan Grimes teaches Psychology at Community College of 
Baltimore County 
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www.pearson.com/revel

Let’s take a look!

http://www.pearson.com/revel
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Accessibility
How well does the solution accommodate diverse learning styles and abilities? 
How well are different levels of proficiency accommodated?

WCAG 2.1 AA standards form the 
basis of the Pearson Accessibility 
Guidelines for product development. 
We regularly review our existing 
platforms and content to improve 
accessibility. The following information 
provides tips and answers to 
frequently asked questions for those 
using Revel.

Learn more here.

Ensuring every learner succeeds
Our mission is simple: to help people make progress in their lives 
through learning. Because wherever learning flourishes, so do 
people. We will only be successful when our educational 
materials are accessible to all users.

We’ve long been committed to providing access to learners with 
disabilities. Our commitment is woven into the fabric of our 
learning materials, development processes, innovation efforts, 
employee culture, and partnerships.

https://www.pearson.com/us/accessibility.html
https://www.pearsonhighered.com/revel/accessibility/
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Alignment to standards 
Is the instruction and content aligned to the standards of the target audiences? 

Content aligned to Learning Objectives

 Learning objectives start every chapter.

 Test questions are tagged to learning 
objectives.

 Immediate feedback on questions for 
students references the learning objective in 
the rationale.

 Gradebook analytics can detail changing 
questions / topics by learning objective.
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Assessment
What is the range of assessment offered or supported (diagnostic, formative, 
summative, etc.)? Is ongoing assessment supported? Are the assessment outputs 
clear and inform future instruction? How personalized is the assessment?

Quizzes, Concept 
Checks, Video Quiz
Embedded assessments such as 
quizzes and concept checks afford 
students opportunities to check 
their understanding at regular 
intervals before moving on. 

Assessments in Revel let instructors 
gauge student comprehension 
frequently, provide timely feedback, 
and address learning gaps along 
the way.

Formative assessment

Instructor 
Test Bank
Instructor Test Banks 
are included with 
Pearson products 
and feature different 
questions than those 
contained within 
Revel, allowing 
instructors to test 
comprehension for 
higher-stakes 
examinations.

Embedded Assessments in Revel

Video Quiz 
Pandemic Will Lead to Sharp Increase in 

Inequality, Columbia’s Sachs Warns

https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/_pmd.true/mypoliscilab-greenberg13e_0136900739-some_political_implications_of_rising_economioc_iequality?mimeType=mp4
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Essays
Higher stakes 

Formal

Typically used to encourage 
application of ideas, to ensure 
critical thinking, and ultimately, 
for assessment

Typically assigned at the 
conclusion of a chapter

Summative assessment

Shared Writing
Lower stakes

Less formal

Typically used to encourage 
critical thinking, discourse, and 
engagement with the ideas and 
the class

Often appear at the end of a 
chapter section 

Formative assessment

Journaling
Lowest stakes

Informal 

Typically used to encourage 
apprehension of ideas

Often appear in the middle of a 
chapter section

Formative assessment

Writing Assignments in Revel - Foster Critical Thinking Through Writing

Assessment continued
What is the range of assessment offered or supported (diagnostic, formative, 
summative, etc.)? Is ongoing assessment supported? Are the assessment outputs 
clear and inform future instruction? How personalized is the assessment?
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Customization
How personalized can the offering be for individual educator or student needs? 
Can teachers change questions or instructions to meet student needs and fit with 
local school cultural differences?

YES! Revel can be customized!
Instructors can…
 Assign content for the students to complete – including 

reading.
 Edit questions or create your own.
 Create media assignments (including video assignments) 

with their own content.

For students… Revel adapts based on student performance.
 Adaptive Learning with Rapid Review – an adaptive, 

personalized quiz with the top 10 questions the student 
either answered incorrectly on the first try or haven't 
seen for a while in a Revel assignment.
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Ease of use & support 
How intuitive is the offering? Is it easy to use for administrators, educators, students, 
and/or parents/guardians? Are all resources readily accessible? 

Commitment to Support
 Dedicated Sales Team
 Dedicated Implementation Team
 24/7 Technical Support
 Instructor
 Student

See our support page here.

NEW! Bulk Assignment Process
Instructor Resources embedded 
within Revel
 Instructor solutions manual
 Lecture PowerPoints
 Detailed Table of Contents
 Image Library
 Test Banks
 Detailed chapter resources 

guide that lists all media 
components

Easy navigation & tools

 Highlighting

 Note-taking

 Search capabilities

 Audio playlist

 A hyperlinked Table of Contents 
allows students to jump to 
where they need to be.

https://www.pearsonhighered.com/revel/educators/support/
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Engagement
Does the offering keep educators and students engaged? 
Does the content/ solution capture and hold student interest? 
Is the content relatable to the target student/user audience?

YES! Revel was designed to make sure every student is prepared to participate and learn prior to class. To keep 
students engaged as they read through each chapter, Revel integrates videos, interactives, and 
assessments directly into the author-created narrative. Thanks to this media-rich presentation of content, 
students are more likely to complete their assigned reading and retain what they've read.

Take a closer look at Revel 
features that drive 
engagement here
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Engagement 
continued

 Study Streak – shows the student
how often they are using Revel's
study tools, incenting them to study
more.

 Flashcard games & multimedia
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Feedback
Does the offering provide students and educators with timely and actionable 
feedback? Does the feedback help in development of skills, strategies, areas requiring 
reinforcement or remediation? 

YES!
Students receive feedback for both 
correct and incorrect answers. 

Incorrect responses show the 
learning outcome that the question 
is tied to so students can continue 
to study in that area.

Gain a clear view of class performance
Revel offers actionable insights into performance at both the class and 
individual levels, which enables educators to target instruction 
appropriately.

The Educator Dashboard offers an at-a-glance look at overall class 
performance. It helps instructors identify and contact struggling and low-
activity students, ensuring that the class stays on pace.

The Enhanced Grades View provides detailed insights on student 
performance, from specific assignments to individual student scores.
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Integration
Does it provide straightforward methods for bringing in curriculum, third-party 
content, social media tools, internal data or standards information?

YES!
Pearson provides Blackboard Learn™, 
Canvas™, Brightspace by D2L, and 
Moodle integration, giving institutions, 
instructors, and students easy access 
to Revel. Our Revel integration delivers 
streamlined access to everything your 
students need for the course in these 
learning management system (LMS) 
environments.

Learn more here.

https://www.pearsonhighered.com/revel/educators/lms-integration-services/
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Reporting
What range and quality of reporting does the offering provide or support for 
educators, administrators, and parents? 
Is the reporting effective, clear, easily accessible on demand, and informative?

Revel offers actionable insights into 
performance at both the class and individual 
levels, which enables educators to target 
instruction appropriately.

The Educator Dashboard offers an at-a-glance 
look at overall class performance. It helps 
instructors identify and contact struggling and 
low-activity students, ensuring that the class stays 
on pace.

The Enhanced Grades View provides detailed 
insights on student performance, from specific 
assignments to individual student scores.
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Struggling student 
A student is considered to be a struggling student if the overall percentage correct-on-last-try for the work 
that they have attempted over the assignment(s) is lower than 70%. 
Note this is only on attempted work and does not calculate any missing / non-attempted work.

Low activity student 
A student is considered to have low activity if they have done less than 35% of the work currently assigned 
and available. 

Challenging Content 
Assessment questions/problems are considered challenging if the class-wide correct-on-first try (CFT) 
percentage is less than 70%.  

The Ready for Review indicator is an indicator letting the instructor know that students have submitted 
work that is ready for manual review/grading. 
This is only for learning applications where the instructor is not using the auto-grading rubrics.

Reporting continued
What range and quality of reporting does the offering provide or support for 
educators, administrators, and parents? 
Is the reporting effective, clear, easily accessible on demand, and informative?

Additional details regarding Gradebook analytics
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YES! Revel offers anywhere, anytime learning!

The Revel Mobile App

Revel mobile app lets students read, practice, and study—anywhere, anytime, 
on any device. Content is available both online and offline, and the app syncs 
work across all registered devices automatically, giving students great 
flexibility to toggle between phone, tablet, and laptop as they move through 
their day. The app also lets students set assignment notifications to stay on 
top of all due dates. Available for download from the App Store or Google 
Play.

 Offline Access

 Reminders & Notifications

 Access to Audio Book

Learn more about the Revel mobile app.

Technical Flexibility 
Can the offering be used optimally on various platforms and support various content 
formats? Is transition from one platform to another seamless, and can one continue 
where they left off?

https://bit.ly/2XlQCKK
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Revel features that 
drive engagement
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Videos and interactives integrated directly into the author-created narrative keep students engaged as they 
read through each chapter. Thanks to this media-rich presentation of content, students are more likely to 
complete their assigned reading and retain what they’ve read.

Videos & Interactives
Boost Engagement & Encourage Reading

In-line audio & video Embedded Interactives

Across ALL Revel

https://media.pearsoncmg.com/ph/hss/revel/beebe_publicspeaking_9e/widgets/ch01-clickthrough-comm-model/index.html
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SharedMedia integration into Revel™ makes it easier than ever for students and instructors to share and 
comment on speeches, as well as other videos, documents, images, and more. Users can upload original 
content for peer and instructor feedback, or embed YouTube content with just a few clicks. Having these 
share-and-comment tools available directly within Revel makes for an even more interactive learning 
experience. 

Shared Media
Provide Opportunities for Communication

New Group Work Feature within SharedMedia

• Student list is pre-populated by the class roster

• Select the number of group participants

• Choose to auto-create or manually create the groups

• Groups can be refreshed

• Demo video here

Across ALL Revel

https://www.loom.com/share/a27b8e6e163a470480aa9702e28942ea
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Embedded Assessments
Provide Opportunities to Assess Understanding
Embedded assessments provide students with the opportunity to check their understanding at regular 
intervals before moving on.

Image & Key Term 
Flashcards

Across ALL Revel

Video Quiz 
Pandemic Will Lead to Sharp Increase in 

Inequality, Columbia’s Sachs Warns

Embedded Assessments

Self-Checks / Concept Checks

https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/_pmd.true/mypoliscilab-greenberg13e_0136900739-some_political_implications_of_rising_economioc_iequality?mimeType=mp4
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The writing functionality in Revel enables educators to integrate writing — among the best ways to foster 
and assess critical thinking — into the course without significantly impacting their grading burden.

Writing Assignments
Foster Critical Thinking Through Writing

Journal Prompts Essays Shared Writing

Across ALL Revel
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Essays
Higher stakes 

Formal

Typically used to encourage 
application of ideas, to ensure 
critical thinking, and ultimately, 
for assessment

Typically assigned at the 
conclusion of a chapter

Summative assessment

Shared Writing
Lower stakes

Less formal

Typically used to encourage 
critical thinking, discourse, and 
engagement with the ideas and 
the class

Often appear at the end of a 
chapter section 

Formative assessment

Journaling
Lowest stakes

Informal 

Typically used to encourage 
apprehension of ideas

Often appear in the middle of a 
chapter section

Formative assessment

Writing Assignments
Foster Critical Thinking Through Writing

Across ALL Revel
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Data-rich Interactives

Interactive maps, figures, and 
tables with Social Explorer 
technology let students interact 
with real data to explore 
concepts they've just read 
about.

View a sample.

Interactive Data Maps

Revel Feature in:
 Revel Criminal Justice
 Revel History
 Revel Political Science
 Revel Sociology

https://mapspice.socialexplorer.com/project/publish/f7bf3a1d-d08a-4043-9392-74169aa14ea5
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Current Events Bulletins

Revel Feature in:
 Revel Criminal Justice*

*Criminal Law courses only
 Revel Political Science
 Revel Sociology

Bring currency into the classroom 
with author-written articles that 
are updated each semester to help 
connect core concepts with real-
life current events. By hearing 
about recent current events 
through the voice of the author, 
students begin to think critically 
about what these events mean in 
the context of their course, their 
present lives and their future 
careers. 



 History 360 Interactive Experiences are an immersive experience 
that brings students into the settings of historic sites.

 Audio narration offers students a guided tour of the site.

 “Information icons” allow students to explore the site more deeply 
on their own.

 Students can actively rotate the view 360 degrees to see the site 
from all angles.

 History 360 Interactive Experiences break down geographical 
barriers and allow students to see how these sites are situated 
within their historical context rather than isolated on a page.

 view a sample – explore the Sistine Chapel

History 360 Interactive Experiences
Revel History Feature

https://media.pearsoncmg.com/ph/hss/revel/history/history_360_redirects/History_360_Sistine_Chapel.html
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Artifacts as Evidence 
Video Series

Created in partnership with the Smithsonian 
Institution, these video present unique 
artifacts from the Smithsonian collection as 
starting points for explaining and illuminating 
the American historical experience.

See a sample.
 Japanese Incarceration Camp
 No Stamp Act Teapot
 AIDS Memorial Quilt Panel

Revel History Feature
Also available in: 
Revel Political Science for Greenberg, 
The Struggle for Democracy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgW_UfnWevs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CT-eRZPs67Q
https://youtu.be/9FoNss9QNmM
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Source Collections

Build contextual awareness

● An end-of-chapter source collection now 
include seven to ten print documents and 
artifact videos, including the new Artifacts as 
Evidence videos, relevant to the chapter 
content. 

● Each document includes header notes, 
questions, and audio. Students can highlight 
and make notes on the documents.

Revel History Feature

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_pQOiWXm68
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Pearson  Originals Videos

Revel Feature in:
 Revel Criminal Justice
 Revel Political Science
 Revel Sociology

Watch an
Example:

Contemporary videos that illustrate complex 
political concepts in a simplified and entertaining 
way.
New topics added on a rolling basis.

• Visit the Pearson Originals site

Video Samples
• Marijuana and Federalism
• Should we consider the Constitution Living or Dead?

https://www.pearsonhighered.com/revel/educators/originals-videos-samples/?utm_source=pearson.com/originals-videos-samples&utm_medium=vanity
https://www.pearsonhighered.com/revel/educators/originals-videos-samples/?utm_source=pearson.com/originals-videos-samples&utm_medium=vanity
https://www.pearsonhighered.com/revel/educators/originals-videos-collections/?utm_source=pearson.com/originals-videos-collections&utm_medium=vanity
https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/_video.true/mypoliscilab-2017-AmGov-Marijuana_Federalism
https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/_video.true/mypoliscilab-2017-AmGov-Explaining_Constitution
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Politics in Plain Sight Videos

Politics Hidden In Plain Sight Videos provide 
students with concrete examples of how politics 
influences the activities of their daily lives—
from using their cellphones to going to a 
convenience store—in ways they likely had not 
previously noticed.

Videos include:

 Using Your Cell Phone

 Eating at a Restaurant

 Buying A Drink

Revel Political Science Feature

https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/_video.true/mypoliscilab-2018-oconnor13e_0135176646-PHPS_Cell_Phone
https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/_video.true/mypoliscilab-2018-oconnor13e_0135176646-PHPS_Restaurant
https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/_video.true/mypoliscilab-2018-oconnor13e_0135176646-PHPS_Drink
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Common Ground Videos
Watch an
Example:

Mini-Series that shows students the Pro and Con arguments 
to controversial topics and presents them with the 
opportunity to make their own decision/opinion on the topic.

• Safe Injection
• Term Limits
• Minimum Wage
• Arming Teachers
• Marijuana
• National Anthem
*password to watch = pearson

Password free sample video: Click here.

Revel Political Science Feature

https://vimeo.com/311806305
https://www.pearsonhighered.com/revel/educators/originals-videos-samples/?utm_source=pearson.com/originals-videos-samples&utm_medium=vanity
https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/_video.true/mypoliscilab-2018-oconnor13e_0135176646-PHPS_Cell_Phone
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__vimeo.com_311805267&d=DwMFaQ&c=0YLnzTkWOdJlub_y7qAx8Q&r=3CrIN19A7mLqneHsSF40VMeB7RM0q0RMj6A5TVc4_sU&m=hMwrBDp4Jvv4IZkpXXNZD0A5pUJ0esUPo47BDXf3k3E&s=vqIEXOJdLT8pB2P6p5tDOE_b4KvAYICVglX-xZCXQjs&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__vimeo.com_311802235&d=DwMFaQ&c=0YLnzTkWOdJlub_y7qAx8Q&r=3CrIN19A7mLqneHsSF40VMeB7RM0q0RMj6A5TVc4_sU&m=hMwrBDp4Jvv4IZkpXXNZD0A5pUJ0esUPo47BDXf3k3E&s=LYs9qxLnDZfqga0CVi6_kirlSeyRooCekTeR_xiJ-jQ&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__vimeo.com_312012745&d=DwMFaQ&c=0YLnzTkWOdJlub_y7qAx8Q&r=3CrIN19A7mLqneHsSF40VMeB7RM0q0RMj6A5TVc4_sU&m=hMwrBDp4Jvv4IZkpXXNZD0A5pUJ0esUPo47BDXf3k3E&s=2d8QmzsFcFmhP7l5YweSC72Hnf-OFkUZ0w811Chkdnk&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__vimeo.com_311806305&d=DwMFaQ&c=0YLnzTkWOdJlub_y7qAx8Q&r=3CrIN19A7mLqneHsSF40VMeB7RM0q0RMj6A5TVc4_sU&m=hMwrBDp4Jvv4IZkpXXNZD0A5pUJ0esUPo47BDXf3k3E&s=Daxr7FCwUwSOU3G2vd5qJHpXZSDcczTbUPmT1dD1hXs&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__vimeo.com_311801247&d=DwMFaQ&c=0YLnzTkWOdJlub_y7qAx8Q&r=3CrIN19A7mLqneHsSF40VMeB7RM0q0RMj6A5TVc4_sU&m=hMwrBDp4Jvv4IZkpXXNZD0A5pUJ0esUPo47BDXf3k3E&s=o4DC_aQDrGkjfid_Lo5fMjnTRxYWudFV-A8T2pEUE7I&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__vimeo.com_311800457&d=DwMFaQ&c=0YLnzTkWOdJlub_y7qAx8Q&r=3CrIN19A7mLqneHsSF40VMeB7RM0q0RMj6A5TVc4_sU&m=hMwrBDp4Jvv4IZkpXXNZD0A5pUJ0esUPo47BDXf3k3E&s=lzbPmEWn7-wRxGl33az09hFresIhB9uHN4rAOsyPf40&e=
https://pearsoneducationinc.sharepoint.com/:v:/s/Insight2Tools/EeWTFYXuDPdItQ2pixVi3OYB6qrrupyTNStqKRn8oJ4noA?e=7rliO0
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Additional Dynamic content such 
as sketch-note videos, Interactive 
Sims, Timelines and “What do 
you think Polls” engage 
students and bring the content 
to life.

Sketchnote Videos

Revel Political Science Feature
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Listen to a sample:

The Three-Fifths 
Compromise Controversy

Debate: Should the Federal 
Government Manage the 
Pandemic Response

Podcasts

Revel Political Science Feature

https://pearson-a.akamaihd.net/thumbnail/audio/Pearson_Education/163/307/consensus_and_conflict_at_the_constitutional_convention_128k.mp3
https://pearson-a.akamaihd.net/thumbnail/audio/Pearson_Education/163/307/the_struggle_for_democracy_federalism_states_and_nation_128k.mp3
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The Big Questions Video Series

Revel Feature in:
 Revel Political Science
 Revel Sociology

The Big Questions program is a continuing conversation 

about current events and the liberal arts. A series of live panel 

discussions and videos features leading thinkers and 

educators discussing the deep questions that arise from 

current affairs. These teaching modules have been developed 

to accompany the Big Questions program.

Sample Video: Should We Dump the Electoral College?
https://youtu.be/M8LtuldDhcc

https://youtu.be/M8LtuldDhcc
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Sociology Explainer Videos

Illustrate complex political 
concepts like gender, sexuality 
and immigration in a simplified 
and entertaining way.

View the sample
Sociology Explained Videos

Revel Sociology Feature

https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/_video.true/sociology-2017-blue_chalk_videos-party_or_country
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Revel
Success & 
Outcomes
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go.pearson.com/RevelOutcomes

We have proven results learn more & browse the evidence

https://www.pearsonhighered.com/revel/educators/outcomes
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Learn More about Revel’s Features

Hear what Instructor and 
Pearson Faculty Advisor 
Terri More has to say about 
Revel. 
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Revel Improves Student Success!

Dr. Terri Moore has been requiring Revel in her 
classes since 2014. Here are her results:

Terri Moore
Professor Eastern Florida State University

Face-to-Face (data collected over 4 terms)

Retention: 13%
Grades: 6%

Online (data collected over 8 terms)

Retention: 25.2%
Grades: 3.5%
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Revel Student Story: Delaney Henson

Major: Communications, Creative Writing minor
Revel course: Communications & Literature
Favorite Revel Feature: Audio

"The University of Louisville is operating on a hybrid model this semester (Fall 2020). So 
when I signed up for classes last semester before things went wacky, I signed up for two 
online classes and three in person classes. And then two of the three in person classes 
moved to a hybrid model at the beginning of this semester, and I have not set foot in a 
classroom for either one of those. I'm using Revel for one of my online classes currently. I 
will say to this literature course that I'm in, I've never seen anything like it with a textbook. I 
do really enjoy the reading experience and that might just be because of the discipline. 
I've never had a literature course before where all of my readings are embedded in my 
text. But I really enjoy the way that the text is written. I feel like it's much more 
conversational than others. I'm reading it and I’m retaining what I'm reading. I will read a 
segment of text and then I will take a quiz. So it's really great, especially because for my 
literature course a lot of times I will be reading poetry and plays in different forms of pros, 
and then you get to take a short quiz on it right after you read it. So it really tests how well 
did you understand the theme, how well were you able to pull, you know bits from the story 
that were important things of that nature, so it's really productive to not just be reading, 
but also to be asking myself if I'm retaining that information at the same time, so I really 
like that about Revel."

Find full interview with Delaney here.

https://pearsoneducationinc-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/liz_bennett_pearson_com/EamKh_kf-49AkUivfc2F7RoBbUBPE6w8DAlU6a1Bv33Duw?e=zGzqzl
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